Abstract. We describe a new method to construct Laplacians on fractals using a Peano curve from the circle onto the fractal, extending an idea that has been used in the case of certain Julia sets. The Peano curve allows us to visualize eigenfunctions of the Laplacian by graphing the pullback to the circle. We study in detail three fractals: the pentagasket, the octagasket and the magic carpet. We also use the method for two nonfractal self-similar sets, the torus and the equilateral triangle, obtaining appealing new visualizations of eigenfunctions on the triangle. In contrast to the many familiar pictures of approximations to standard Peano curves, that do no show self-intersections, our descriptions of approximations to the Peano curves have self-intersections that play a vital role in constructing graph approximations to the fractal with explicit graph Laplacians that give the fractal Laplacian in the limit.
Introduction
In classical analysis, Peano curves are usually thought of as curiosities. It is exciting and counterintuitive that they exist, but they are not useful for solving problems. The purpose of this paper is to show that in fractal analysis, in contrast, Peano curves may play an important role in constructing Laplacians and studying their properties. In fact, this approach has already been used to construct Laplacians on Julia sets of complex polynomials [5] , [2] , [7] .
If X is a compact topological space, we will use the term Peano curve for any continuous mapping γ from the circle (parameterized by t ∈ [0, 1] with 0 ≡ 1) onto X. It is well known that γ cannot be one-to-one (except in the trivial case in which X is homeomorphic to a circle), so there must be values in [0, 1] that are mapped to the same point in X, say γ(t 1 ) = γ(t 2 ). We will say that such t 1 and t 2 are identified and write t 1 ≡ t 2 . If we consider all possible identifications, then we obtain a model of X as a circle with identifications, exactly the point of view adopted in [5] , [2] , [7] .. Typically the number of identifications will be uncountable. Our goal is to obtain a countable sequence of identifications that is appropriately dense in the set of all identifications, so that if we take an initial segment of identifications, we will obtain a useful approximation for X.
In the case of Julia sets, the Peano curve is defined by means of applying the Riemann mapping theorem to the component of infinity of the complement of the Julia set. Despite this rather abstract construction, it turned out that it was possible to find a useful sequence of identified points. In this paper, Peano curves will be given as a limit of a sequence of curves defined by a self-similar type iteration scheme, and the self-intersections of the approximating curves will give us the sequence of identifications of the limiting Peano curve. It is interesting to note that many of the examples of Peano curves to planar domains that are found in textbooks are also constructed as limits of simpler curves obtained by iterating some self-similar scheme, but the approximating curves have no self-intersections. From our point of view this is a rather silly choice.
Given a finite set of identifications on the circle, we have a natural graph structure where the identified points are the vertices, and the edges join consecutive points around the circle. If we assign positive weights µ(t j ) to the points, thought of as a discrete measure on the set of vertices, and non-negative weights c(t j , t j+1 ) to the edges, thought of as conductances on an electrical network associated to the graph, then we may define a graph Laplacian where the sum is taken over all y neighboring x [9] . For simplicity we may take c(x, y) = 0 if x and y are not connected by an edge. Notice that self-edges are possible if x and y are identified neighboring points, but they do not contribute to the Laplacian. We want the discrete measures on the approximating graphs to converge to some natural measure on X. In all the examples considered here, we will use the simple choice of taking µ(x) = 1 2 (t j+1 − t j−1 ) where the sum is taken over all points in the set of identified points denoted by x. For the conductances, the simplest choice is c (t j , t j+1 ) = 1 tj+1−tj , so the length of the interval [t j , t j+1 ] is taken to be the resistance in the electrical network. This is not always the optimal choice, however, as is apparent in the previous work on Julia sets. In particular we will make a more sophisticated choice for one of our examples, the pentagasket. In order to obtain a Laplacian on X in the limit it will be necessary to renormalize the sequence of Laplacians on the approximating graphs, and this becomes a highly nontrivial problem.
In this paper we will look at five examples of self-similar sets X with carefully chosen Peano curves. Only three of them are fractal. The nonfractal sets are the equilateral triangle T with Neumann boundary conditions, and the square torus T o . These may be regarded as "controls," since we know exactly what the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Laplacian are. We can then see how well the Peano curves reproduce the known results. It would of course be silly to claim that this is an optimal way to develop properties of the usual planar Laplacian; however we will show that it reveals some insights into the eigenfunctions to view them as functions on the circle pulled back via the Peano curves.
The first fractal example we consider is the pentagasket, PG (Figure 1.1 ). It is a highly symmetric example of Kigami's class of postcritically finite (PCF) selfsimilar sets [6] [9] . It has a fully symmetric self-similar Laplacian, whose properties were studied in detail in [1] . Since it does not satisfy spectral decimation, many of these properties have only been observed experimentally. We construct a Peano curve that yields a slightly different sequence of graph approximations than was considered in [1] . By following the outline from the work on Julia sets, we are able to find the correct renormalization constant and give an independent construction of the Laplacian, together with numerical results fully consistent with those in [1] . In this sense, the case of PG may also be considered a "control."
The second fractal example is the octagasket, OG (Figure 1 .2). This fractal is not PCF, and in fact there is no proof yet of the existence of a symmetric self-similar Laplacian on OG. Nevertheless, experimental evidence of the existence of a Laplacian and properties of the spectrum using the method of "outer approximation" was presented in [4] . Our Peano curve approach gives independent experimental evidence for the existence of the Laplacian with data that is consistent with [4] . What is more, we are able to give concrete conjectures concerning the structure of the spectrum; for example, we find precise locations in the spectrum for spectral gaps that were noticed in [4] . The existence of spectral gaps is still quite a mystery. It is possible to prove existence for PCF fractals that enjoy spectral decimation, but the proof is just technical and yields no "ideological" explanation for them. The significance of spectral gaps is pointed out forcefully in [8] .
The third fractal example we consider is the Magic carpet MC, recently introduced in [3] . This fractal is obtained by modifying the construction of the Sierpinski carpet SC (Figure 1.3) to immediately sew up all cuts that are made, as illustrated in Figure 1 .4. Thus MC is a limit of closed surfaces, and geometrically these surfaces are flat everywhere with the exception of a finite number of point singularities carrying negative curvature. Again, there is no proof of the existence of a symmetric self-similar Laplacian on MC, but the results in this paper together with [3] give strong experimental evidence. The evidence suggests that analysis on MC should be similar to Euclidean spaces of dimension exceeding two, with points having zero capacity.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give descriptions of all the Peano curves, as limits of piecewise linear maps obtained recursively using specified substitution rules. We are not claiming that these are the unique curves, or even that they are optimal in any sense. In section 3 we discuss the example of PG. We describe the method of creating graph approximations and associated graph Laplacians from the Peano curve, and relate this to the Laplacian constructed by Kigami [6] (see also [8] and [1] ). We use the same method for the other examples, the octagasket (section 4), the magic carpet (section 5), and the torus and triangle (section 6). The existence of the Laplacian in the limit for OG and MC has not yet been established, and we do no see any way to use the Peano curve construction to resolve this problem. For the torus and the triangle the Laplacian and its spectrum are well known. The graphs of the eigenfunctions pulled back to the circle via the Peano curve for the triangle are new and appealing.
We have not attempted to obtain higher order accuracy in approximating eigenvalues by using more sophisticated numerical methods, such as the finite element method. It should not be difficult to adopt such methods to our examples, if so desired.
We include many numerical results, such as tables of eigenvalues and graphs of eigenfunctions. The reader should see the website www.math.cornell.edu/ ∼ dmolitor for more data. This paper should be regarded as a "proof of concept" paper, showing by example that the method of Peano curves can be an effective tool in studying analysis on fractals. We hope it will prove useful for other fractals. 
Constructing the Peano Curves
All the Peano curves we consider are limits of piecewise linear maps γ m , where the passage from γ m to γ m+1 is given by a set of substitution rules for replacing each linear segment of γ m by a union of consecutive segments of γ m+1 with the same endpoints. To make this clear we start by describing a Peano curve whose image is the Sierpinski gasket (SG, Figure 2 .1). We will not discuss this example in detail below because it gives rise to exactly the same approximations to the Laplacian on SG as initially constructed by Kigami [6] [9] . The first approximation γ 0 simply traces out an equilateral triangle at constant speed. The substitution rules are shown in Figure 2 is exactly. In Figure 2 .4, we show the identifications on the circle for the curves γ 1 and γ 2 . These identifications persist for the limit curve γ and all identifications arising from γ are limits of those produced by γ m as m → ∞, although it is not at all obvious what these are.
To indicate the complexity of this simple example, we ask the question: what is the image of γ 0, Why did we not use this Peano curve to start with? There are two reasons: 1) the Peano curve destroys the dihedral-3 symmetry, 2) the approximations have no self-intersections. (If we were interested in creating a Peano curve from R to an infinite blow up of SG we would use these curves as the building blocks.) But this observation has the simple consequence that the original Peano curve γ must pass through each point (with the exception of the three vertices of the original triangle) at least three times, once for each third of the circle. Of course the smaller curves must have self-intersections as well, so there must certainly be some equivalence classes of identified points with four elements. Nevertheless, the approximating curves only produce equivalence classes with two elements. There are many interesting questions about the size of equivalence classes that we are not able to answer; are there infinite equivalence classes? If not, is there a maximal size? What is the size of a "typical" equivalence class? What is the complete equivalence class of the junction points The next Peano curve we describe maps to the Pentagasket (PG). The first level approximation γ 1 traces out a five-sided star. We think of this as consisting of five line segments, but because of the intersections, each segment consists of three pieces. We choose to traverse the pieces at different speeds, faster on the longer end pieces and slower on the short middle piece, so that the arrival times will be consistent from level to level. In general, the identified points for γ m will be of the form In Figure 2 .8 we show the identifications on the circle arising from γ 1 and γ 2 . We include the unidentified points of the form k 5 m+1 , with k ≡ 0 mod 5 as these are turning points for the curves and we will use these in forming the approximating graphs and associated Laplacians. We see that there are two distinct types of edges in the graph of length 1 5 m+1 and 3 5 m+1 and we will assign different conductances to the two types. All equivalence classes of identified points consist of pairs and identifications persist from level to level. In this case we note that the image of one fifth of the circle is not all of PG, but rather a smaller self-similar set defined by an iterated function system of five similarities with a smaller contraction ration and a different set of fixed points (See Figure 2 .9).
Next we describe the Peano curve for OG. We begin with γ 0 that traces around an octagon clockwise and then turns around and traces around counterclockwise. The substitution rule is shown in Figure 2 .10. Note that the direction of the edge is significant. For γ m the identified points are of the form k 2·8 m+1 . Some equivalence classes have two points, and we call these outer points, while others have four points and we call these inner points. We note that the restriction of γ to the interval 0, 1 2 maps onto OG, but it destroys the symmetry and fails to give the full set of identifications.
Next we describe the Peano for the Magic Carpet (MC). This construction requires a bit of imagination, since MC does not embed in the plane. The curves γ m approximating γ may be visualized as mappings to the Sierpinski Carpet (SC) FIGURE 2.10. Shows the substitution rule for OG. The dotted arrow shows the line from the previous level of the graph approximation that is to be replaced. Note that the two substitutions shown differ in their direction and are reflections of each other. The eight rotations of these dotted lines corresponding to different possible edges of OG graph approximations use the same substitutions. FIGURE 2.11. The paths γ 1 and γ 2 on OG with jump discontinuities, where the jumps connect points of SC that are identified to create MC. We will take γ m to be the union of 2 · 8 m line segments from
2·8 m+1 to each of two boundary edges of each m-cell in MC. In Figure  2 .13 we show both the symbolic description of γ 1 and the actual path, which has a single jump discontinuity at 1 2 . We note that this gives rise to a set of six identified points {2, 3, 7, 8, 11, 14} and the rest identified in pairs {0, 5}, {1, 12}, {4, 13}, {6, 9} and {10, 15}, mainly because of the MC identifications. The substitution rule in symbolic form is shown in Figure 2 .14. The final example gives a Peano curve to the equilateral triangle T . It may be thought of as a modification of the first example (SG). The substitution rule is shown in Figure 2 .18 (to be compared with Figure 2. 2), and the paths γ 0 , γ 1 and γ 2 are shown in Figure 2 .19 (to be compared with Figure 2. 3). We note that there are now three types of points:
(i) the three corner points that are not identified; (ii) the other points along the boundary that are identified in groups of three; (iii) interior points that are identified in groups of six. Similarly, there are two types of edges: (i) boundary edges that are traversed once in the counterclockwise direction; (ii) interior edges that are traversed twice, both times in the same direction. For the boundary edges a.
b. FIGURE 2.14. Shows one of the symbolic substitution rule for MC.The others are simply rotations of this one. 
The Pentagasket
In this section we use the Peano curve γ for the Pentagasket (PG) and its approximations γ m to define both an energy and a Laplacian that are self-similar and symmetric with respect to the dihedral-5 symmetry group that acts on PG. Since PG belongs to Kigami's PCF class, the energy and Laplacian are unique up to constant multiples, so our construction may be compared with previous constructions, in particular [1] . Let Γ m denote the graph determined by γ m as described in section two. We initially assign conductances to edges as follows:
, where b is a constant to be determined. Then set
Given a function u on the vertices of Γ m , we letū denote the extension of u to the vertices of Γ m+1 that minimizes the value of E m+1 , and then consider the renormalization equation
for a renormalization factor r to be determined. There is a unique choice of values for b and r for which (3.3) holds, namely
.
Note that the value of r agrees with the value given in [1] . Then we define the renormalized energy
making E m (u) an increasing sequence, so
Here u is any continuous function on the circle that respects all identifications made by γ m for all m, hence u(t) = u(s) if γ(t) = γ(s). We define dom E to be those functions with
and dom E mod constants becomes a Hilbert space with this inner product. The standard Lebesgue measure on the circle is pushed forward by γ to the standard self-similar probability measure µ on the pentagasket. We may define the Laplacian via the weak formulation
for all v ∈ dom E. Note that this is the Neumann Laplacian if we choose a boundary for the pentagasket. Typically one takes the boundary to be either the five points of the initial star, or just three of the five. It is important to observe that for PG, in contrast to the SG, there is nothing special about the local geometry in a neighborhood of a boundary point: there are infinitely many points with the same local geometry. Because Neumann boundary conditions are "natural," the Laplacian behaves the same way at all these locally isometric points regardless of which ones we designate as the boundary.
Of course we want a simpler method to give ∆u as a limit of discrete graph Laplacians ∆ m on Γ m , and for this we need to approximate the measure µ by a discrete measure on the vertices of Γ m to get a formula of the form (1.1). For each point of the form k 5 m+1 we assign the weight In defining the discrete Laplacian via (1.1), we renormalize the conductances by r −m to make ∆ = lim m→∞ ∆ m without further renormalization factors. In Table  3 .1 we show the eigenvalues with multiplicities for m =1, 2, 3, and 4. It is clear The connection with the dihedral-5 group of symmetries is very straightforward in this realization. Rotations through the angle 2πj 5 in PG correspond to translations t → t + j 5 , and reflections correspond to t → j 5 − t. For eigenspaces of multiplicity two, such as #2 &3 and #4 &5, we can find a basis of eigenfunctions satisfying the symmetry condition u(1 − t) = u(t) and the skew-symmetry condition u(1 − t) = −u(t), and we have automatically enforced this dichotomy in our choice of graphs. Eigenfunctions corresponding to multiplicity one, such as #11, will have periodicity u t + 1 5 = u(t), and will be skew-symmetric with respect to all reflections ( except in the trivial case of constants), as was shown in [1] . Within eigenspaces of multiplicity five it is possible to find eigenfunctions that are symmetric with respect to both translations and reflections, such as #6 (out of # 6-10). All these symmetries are immediately visible from the graphs.
We can also see miniaturization of eigenfunctions. Consider an eigenspace of multiplicity two with eigenvalue λ. Then 5r −1 λ will be an eigenspace of multiplicity five, and if u is the reflection symmetric λ-eigenfunction then u(5t) is the reflection symmetric periodic 5r −1 λ eigenfunction. This fact is proven in [1] , but is visually obvious from the graphs of # 2 and # 4 on level 2 and #6 and #16 on level 3. Similarly, if u is a λ-eigenfunction for an eigenspace of multiplicity one with λ = 0, then it is shown in [1] that u is reflection skew-symmetric and u(5t) is a reflection skew-symmetric periodic 5r −1 λ-eigenfunction, and this eigenspace has multiplicity five.This is seen in #11 on level 2 and #51 on level 3. Here we find the periodic eigenfunctions in the multiplicity five eigenspaces via periodization. In Figure 3 .3 we show the log-log graphs of the eigenvalue counting function, ρ(x) = #{λ j ≤ x} and the Weyl Ratio, W R(x) = ρ(x)
x β for β = x β for β = log5 log5−log5 ≈ 0.675 on levels 2,3,and 4. We can begin to see evidence of the asymptotic multiplicative periodicity of the Weyl ratio, W R(5x) ≈ W R(x), in the level 4 graph.
The Octagasket
It is believed that the Octagasket (OG) has a symmetric self-similar energy E with domE containing only continuous functions (equivalently, points have positive capacity), and an associated Laplacian defined by (3.8) with the standard selfsimilar measure µ. There is no proof for these conjectures at present. Experimental evidence for the existence of the Laplacian was provided in [4] , and this paper will provide independent evidence. The Peano curve γ and its approximations γ m give us a sequence of graph approximations Γ m , and we can define a graph energy E m by giving single edges conductance 1 and double edges conductance 2. We expect that there is an energy renormalization factor r < 1 such that
and we will give a rough estimate for r based on our experimental data. We note that OG is not PCF, and there is no clean formula relating E m+1 (ū) and E m (u) whenū is the E m+1 minimizing extension of u analogous to (3.3). It is natural to approximate µ by the discrete measure on vertices of Γ m that assigns weights where Ave(u(y)) denotes the average value of u on the 2 or 4 neighboring points.
(The constant 4 is just for convenience.) Note that this is a different convention than the one used in the case of PG. Now we expect
The ratios of the corresponding eigenvalues for ∆ m and ∆ m+1 give an estimate for the renormalization factor 8 r ≈ 14.9, which means r ≈ 0.537. In Table 4 .1 we give the eigenvalues for m = 1, 2, 3 and the ratios. In Table 4 .2 we give the same data for the renormalized eigenvalues, where we have multiplied by (
m . It is clear that the multiplicities remain the same as m increases (at least in the lower portion of the spectrum). The values are in reasonable agreement with those found in [4] .
There are certain patterns to the eigenvalues of −∆ m that are quite striking. The first is that, since the graph Γ m is bipartite (the even and odd numbers of k in 
It does not seem that this observation has any consequences for the spectrum of −∆, since only the lower portion of the spectrum of −∆ m is relevant. A more significant observation is the miniaturization of eigenfunctions: each eigenvalue of −∆ m is also an eigenvalue of −∆ m+1 with the same multiplicity (with three exceptions to be explained below), and the corresponding eigenfunction of −∆ m is "miniaturized" to create the eigenfunctions of −∆ m+1 . The rule for miniaturization depends on the representation of the dihedral-8 symmetry group that the eigenspace corresponds to, as explained in [4] . There are three 2-dimensional representations, labeled 2 1 , 2 2 , 2 3 and four 1-dimensional representations labeled 1±± for symmetry or skew symmetry with respect to the reflections through the centers of edges of the octagon and the reflections through the vertices of the octagon. The 2-dimensional representations miniaturize to representations of the same type, while for the 1-dimensional representations, the miniaturization rule is (Since the 1 + − and 1 − + representations do not occur for m=0, it is not practical to illustrate the other two cases.) Level The λ = 4 eigenspace has multiplicity that grows with m (4, 20, 164 for m = 1, 2, 3). Again, it does not appear that these exceptional eigenspaces contribute to the spectrum of −∆, which appears to only have multiplicities one and two.
We call an eigenvalue (or eigenspace) of −∆ m primitive if it is not an eigenvalue of −∆ m−1 , otherwise we call it a derived eigenvalue. In the limit we expect that the primitive eigenspaces of −∆ do not contain any miniaturized eigenfunctions. Just as in the case of PG, as proven in [1] , there are restrictions of the types of 1-dimensional representations that can appear in primitive eigenspaces. Proof. Suppose −∆ m u = λu and u is symmetric with respect to the reflections through the centers of the sides of the octagon. Then we could construct an eigenfunction v of −∆ m−1 by blowing up u on a one-cell, so v(t) = u 1 8 t in the Peano curve parameterization, or v(x) = u (F j x), where F j is one of the contractions in the IFs that defines the octagasket. This would show that u is not primitive. The only nontrivial fact to verify is that v satisfies the eigenvalue equation along the "boundary" of Γ m−1 , since for "interior" vertices the equations −∆ m u = λu and −∆ m−1 v = λv are identical. But this is exactly where the symmetry hypothesis comes in: in Γ m there will be four neighbors and in Γ m−1 there will be two neighbors, but the average over the neighbors will be the same.
The Peano curve we are using does not respect all the symmetries of the dihedral-8 symmetry group. However, the reflection in the line through the initial point γ(0) is represented by the transformation t → t + 1 2 , so we can sort eigenfunctions into symmetric and skew-symmetric ones with respect to this symmetry. Of course one-dimensional eigenspaces will automatically be one or the other. The two-dimensional eigenspaces will have a basis consisting of one symmetric and one skew-symmetric. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the graphs of typical eigenfunctions at In Figure 4 .6 we show the eigenvalue counting function and the Weyl ratio at levels 1,2, and 3, using the values β = 0.7213 which was obtained experimentally. We do not observe any evidence of asymptotic multiplicative periodicity for the Weyl Ratio.
It was observed in [4] that the spectrum of OG appears to have spectral gaps (ratios λ k+1 λ k considerably larger than 1 ). On the basis of our data we see gaps occurring for values of k divisible by 16. In Table 4 .3 we present this data. 
The Magic Carpet
The approximations to γ m to the Peano Curve to MC give rise to a sequence of graphs Γ m , and the graph Laplacians ∆ m are candidates for approximations to a Laplacian ∆ on MC, with appropriate renormalization. We choose to normalize ∆ m by
analogous to (4.2). Note, however, that some points x will have neighbors that are identified with it, so more explicitly 
if x has 6 identifications and 12 distinct neighbors 8u(x) − y∼x u(y) if x has 6 identifications and 8 distinct neighbors
The third case occurs exactly when x is a singular point introduced at level m, and the second case occurs when x is a singular point introduced at level m < m. We note that these approximate Laplacians agree exactly (except for a different renormalization constant) with the approximate Laplacians for zero-forms studied in [3] , and indeed the eigenvalues shown in Table 5 .1 are equal to six times the eigenvalues computed in [3] . We would like to believe that a limit as in (4.3) exists for an appropriate choice of r. Experimentally it appears that r ≈ 1.25 and 8 r ≈ 6.45. This is very interesting because it means that the energy renormalization factor r m blows up. This would imply that the associated energy has points with zero capacity and functions of finite energy need not be continuous, as in Euclidean space of dimensions > 2. This would make it more challenging to define With respect to the dihedral-4 symmetry group of MC, we have a single twodimensional representations denoted 2 and four one-dimensional representation 1 ± ±, where the first ± denotes symmetry or skew-symmetry with respect to the diagonal reflections, and the second ± denotes symmetry or skew-symmetry with respect to horizontal and vertical reflections. With this notation, the eigenspace corresponding to λ = 15 corresponds to representation 2, the eigenspace λ = 9 corresponds to representation 1 − +, and the eigenspaces λ =
29±
√ 75 2 correspond to the representation 1 + +.
We have the same miniaturization in passing from −∆ m−1 to −∆ m as in the case of SC as described in [4] . The exceptions are λ = 9, where the multiplicity is
, and λ = 15, where the multiplicity is
. In Figure 5 .4 we show a basis for the λ = 9 eigenspace with m = 2, consisting of one 1 − − representation and two 1 − + representations. Note that the third basis element is the one given by miniaturization. There are two other simple eigenvalues, λ = 5 and λ = 12 that In Table 5 .1 we show the eigenvalues for levels m = 1, 2, 3, 4 and their ratios. The ratio values suggest that the eigenvalue renormalization factor should be around 6.4. In Table 5 .2 we show the renormalized eigenvalues (multiplied by (6.4) m ). Because 6.4 is smaller than the measure renormalization factor 8, this suggests that the energy renormalization factor would have to be around 1.25. Since this is greater than one, it would imply that points have zero capacity and functions of finite energy do not have to be continuous, in contrast to all PCF fractals, SC and PG. We also observe that the spectral data agrees exactly with the data in [3] for the approximations to the zero-forms Laplacian on MC. In fact the approximate graph Laplacians are identical.
As in the case of OG, it appears that the only multiplicities in the spectrum of −∆ will be one and two, as the higher multiplicities in the spectrum of −∆ m occur high up in the spectrum and will not survive in the limit. The only noticeable spectral gap in −∆ m occur near λ = 15 and again will not survive in the limit. There may be smaller spectral gaps that survive in the limit, especially since the average separation of eigenvalues goes to zero. This remains to be investigated. In Figures 5.7 and 5.8 we show the graph of some eigenfunction on the parameter circle. Note that the Peano curve does not respect the symmetries of the MC, so these graphs do not show the kind of symmetry found in the cases of PG or OG. In Figure 5 .9 we show graphs of the eigenvalue counting function and the Weyl ratio at levels 2,3, and 4. The Peano curves to the torus, T 0 , and the triangle, T r , yield graph approximations that are identical to the standard lattice graph approximations. For T o , the graph Γ m has vertices that we may identify with the points 
Of course the formula looks different in terms of the parameterization γ(t) for t = n 2·9 m with identifications. The eigenvalues will be exactly the same, while the eigenfunctions, e 2πi(px+qy) for (p, q) ∈ Z 2 (with eigenvalue 4π 2 (p 2 + q 2 )), will have a different appearance as a function of t. Aside from the zero-eigenspace, all eigenvalues have multiplicities equal to a multiple of 4 (if p = q, then multiplicity is at least eight, including (±p, ±q) and (±q, ±p)). Because the Peano curve does not respect the dihedral-4 symmetries of the torus, it is difficult to separate out specific eigenfunctions within each eigenspace, so we have been unable to "interpret" the graphs of eigenfunctions for this example. It is obvious from (6.1) that 9 m ∆ m → Table 6 .1 we show the eigenvalues of ∆ m and their ratios. In Table 6 .2 we show the eigenvalues normalized by multiplication by 9 m 4π 2 . The deviation from the expected integer values p 2 + q 2 is small enough at the low end of the spectrum to confirm the convergence, but it rapidly grows out of hand as the eigenvalues increase. This just confirms that this finite difference method has rather poor accuracy.
The situation for the triangle is much better. The Peano curve again produces graph approximations which are identical to the triangular lattice graphs. At level Table 6 .3 we show the eigenvalues at different levels and their ratios, and on level 2 , to be compared with the integer values p 2 + q 2 + pq. However, now we are able to make sense of the graphs of the eigenfunctions as a function of the circle parameter t. In fact we will argue that this alternate way of visualizing eigenfunctions offers some appealing advantages to the rather awkward view of functions defined on T r . The dihedral-3 symmetry group acting on T r is not completely respected by the Peano curve, but the subgroup of rotations through angles 0, There is also a different symmetry, not part of the dihedral-3 symmetry group, that plays an important role in miniaturization. Take any Neumann eigenfunction u on T r with eigenvalue λ j , shrink it to the subtriangle x is a boundary point, with two boundary neighbors z 1 ,z 2 and two interior neighbors y 1 ,y 2 in the triangle. We add on two virtual triangles (indicated by dotted lines) with new vertices y 1 and y 2 , and even reflection makes u(y 1 ) = u(y 1 ) and u(y 2 ) = u(y 2 ) Then u(p, q) is a Neumann eigenfunction with eigenvalue 4π 3 2 (p 2 + q 2 + pq), and these are the only ones. Note that when p = q we obtain an eigenspace of multiplicity one, and for p = q the functions u(p, q) and u(q, p) span an eigenspace of multiplicity two. Coincidences where p 2 + q 2 + pq = (p ) 2 + (q ) 2 + p q may lead to higher multiplicities, but this does not change the narrative substantially. The p = q multiplicity one space transforms according to the 1+ representation (symmetric with respect to reflections) and the formula simplifies to u(p, p) = 2 cos 2πp √ 3 3 x cos 2πpy + cos 2πp 2 √ 3 3 x, and so u(2 n (2 l + 1), 2 n (2 l + 1)) also transforms according to the 1+ representation and has period 1 3·4 n . This is seen in #4 corresponding to(1, 1) and #11 (2, 2) . When p = q and both are odd then the multiplicity two space transforms according to the 2 representation and has no periodicity. When p is even and q is odd, then there are two cases: unless q = p ± 3, it is again the 2 representation, seen in #7 & 8 (2, 1),but if q = p ± 3 then the space breaks up into a direct sum of a 1+ and a 1− representation, and both have
